THE MAIN EVENT
Mason Photography offers comprehensive, friendly and flexible Event Photography
services including both unobtrusive documentary coverage as well as event portraiture
with an on-site printing option.

photogr aphy tailored to you
Our bespoke approach to photography is infused with a passion for what we do and
a dedication to creating stunning images.
Our event photography is tailored to fit each unique brief. Whether it’s an intimate
private celebration or a large black tie charity auction (or anything in between) – we
tailor our coverage to your event.

EXPERIENCE
We have over a decade of experience in professional event photography working
with a broad range of clients alongside some of the finest venues throughout the UK
and Europe - so you know you are in safe hands.

flexibility tailored to you
As specialists in location based photography, working in varied environments is
second nature to us, as is working within restricted time-frames.
We understand what it takes to organise and run a successful event and are used to
working in close partnership with some of the industry’s top event and catering companies,
ensuring you enjoy unrivaled coverage that is truly integrated into your event.

DOCUMENTARY EVENT COVER AGE
Our event photography is about more than a pure pictorial record – we create images
that evoke an essence of the event, subtly captured with our discreet approach - with
either a single photographer or multi-photographer team.

PRIVATE EVENTS
We will ensure your event is carefully recorded for posterity, ready to be presented in one
of our range of stunning a bespoke designed books or Queensberry Albums.

EVENT PORTR AITS AND ON-SITE PRINTING
We also offer a choice of on-site printing and event portraiture options, giving your guests
the opportunity to leave with a great memento of your event.

CORPOR ATE EVENTS
Our documentary coverage for Corporate Events is ideal for press releases, internal
newsletters or websites and our on-site prints can be used as a great tool to reinforce a
corporate or business brand.

CHARITY EVENTS
If you are organising a charity event, ask us about our ‘Fee Free’ Events Portraits. This is
a brilliant way of maximising the fundraising potential of your charity event with no outlay
from the charity itself or event organiser.

CONTACT
To chat about any event you have in mind, please call Louise or Jeremy on 01264 712134
or drop a line to hello@masonphotography.co.uk - we’d love to hear what you have up
your sleeves.

www.masonphotogr aphy.co.uk
hello@masonphotography.co.uk
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